
SPOILER
ALERT

DON‘T LOOK AT THE CARDS BEFORE PLAYING,
IF YOU DON‘T WANT TO GET SPOILERED!

ALSO, THE DECK COMES PRESHUFFLED AND IS READY FOR PLAY.

In NICE TRY - The Challenge Party Game you‘ll 
face fast, crazy and hilarious challenges featuring 
mind, body and dexterity.

Before each challenge, all players place a bid on 
how well they will perform. The worst bid is kicked 
out. With the best bid you can earn the most points - 
but only if you succeed. If you overestimate yourself 
and fail, you collect minus points.

Do you earn the respect of your rivals, or do you just 
gain a gloating „NICE TRY!“?

GAME MATERIAL
54 challenge cards,
1 game master card,
1 scoring block

You‘ll also need various household items, such as 
pens, paper, coins, spoons, etc. If you don‘t have an 
item available, you can skip the challenge and draw 
the next card.
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YOU PLAY AT YOUR OWN RISK!
WE ACCEPT NO LIABILITY FOR BRUISES,

BROKEN FINGERNAILS OR MISSING BODY PARTS.

SETUP
Each player receives a pen and a scoring sheet on 
which they write their names. The deck of challenge 
cards is shuffl  ed (not necessary when playing for the 
fi rst time). 
The oldest player receives the game master card at 
the beginning. The game master plays the role of 
moderator and referee, but also participates in the 
game him/herself. 

THE
RULES

EXAMPLE SETUP
FOR 4 PLAYERS

Deck of
Challenge Cards



HOW IT WORKS
A match of NICE TRY contains 8 single rounds.
The current game master draws a card from the 
challenge deck and reads the task aloud.

Before you perform the task, each player places a 
bid. Depending on the type of challenge, the bidding 
phase is different and you can earn various amounts 
of points.

In challenges from the categories mind, body and 
dexterity, each player considers what they dare to 
do and write down their bid hidden on their scoring 
sheet. After all players have placed their bids, they 
are compared: 

The player or respectively the players (in the event of 
a tie) with the worst bid have to skip this round and 
receive 1 minus point.

The player or respectively the players (in the event 
of a tie) with the best bid have the chance to gain 
4 points if they are successful. If they fail, 4 minus 
points are scored.

All players whose bids lie between the worst and 
best bid receive 2 points for success and 2 minus 
points for failure.

If all players have placed the same bid, everyone 
plays for 2 points / 2 minus points.

After comparing the bids, the task is performed 
clockwise, starting with the player to the left of 
the game master. A task is considered successful 
when a player has managed his bid.

In the Challenges Last Man Standing, Highscore 
and One Shot, you do not place a value as a bid, 
but decide whether you want to participate or not. If 
every player has filled in YES or NO, the decisions 
will be compared. All players who do not want to 
participate will receive 0 points in this round.

Last Man Standing: In this challenge all partici-
pants play against each other. One by one, players 
are eliminated until only one player remains. The last 
man standing gains 3 points, all eliminated players 
get 1 minus point.

Highscore: In this challenge each participant has
5 tries. For each successful attempt you gain
1 point. If you fail in all of your attempts, you get
3 minus points.

One Shot: In this challenge, each participant has 
just a one shot at getting the job done. If you 
succeed you gain 2 points and if you fail you get
2 minus points.

JOKER
Each player has 3 Jokers available, each of which 
can only be used once. The jokers are listed on the 
right side of the scoring sheet and are ticked off 
after use.

Easy: If you are really sure that you will succeed 
in a challenge, you can say „Easy!“ before your 
attempt. The Joker doubles the points you earn in 
this challenge - both plus and minus points. 

Safe: If you‘ve failed, you can say „Safe!“ after 
your attempt. The Joker protects you from minus 
points. You simply fill in 0 points for this challenge.

Nice Try: As a sign of respect or gloating, you can 
shout „Nice Try!“ to any other player at any time 
during the game. A received Nice Try is recorded 
with a line-mark on the scoring sheet and counts as 
1 point at the end. One player can collect several 
Nice Tries. 

END OF THE GAME AND SCORING
The game ends after 8 rounds. Each player adds 
their points earned in the rounds and fills in the sum. 

The total score is calculated from this sum plus the 
points for unused or used jokers (refer to the scoring 
sheet) and 1 point for each Nice Try recieved. The 
player with the highest score wins.


